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Record and Antilog Amplifier: There are many applications of records and antilog speakers. Antilog account may require functions such as ln x, log x or Sinhx. These can be continusely performed with log amps, and are also used to display decibels directly on digital voltmeter and spectrum
analysis. Log-amp can also be used to compress the dynamic range of the signal. Record Amplifier: The basic amp circuit log is shown in figs. The basic circuit amp log where the base transistor is placed on a basis in the feedback path. Since the collector is placed in the path of notes. The
circle has one problem. Current saturation emissions vary from transistor to transistor and with temperature. Thus can not get the V reference stable voltage this is eliminating the circuit that was given in fig (b) the input is applied to one amp log, while the reference voltage is applied to one
amp log, while the voltage is applied reference to another log-amp. The two transistors are integrated close to each other in the silicon chip itself. This provides a close match of saturation currents and ensures good thermal tracking. Fig (b) Record amp with current saturation and
temperature compensation assume IS1=IS2=I Antilog amplifier show the circle in shape. Vi inputs are fed to antilog-amp in temperature compensation voltage divider R2 and RTC and then to the Base Q2. The resulting Vo of antilog-amp is fed back to the A1 reverse inputs through r1
resistor. The base can be written for the voltage emitter of the Transistor Q1 and Q2 since the Q1 base is connected to the ground, we get or KT R2 + RTC V reference change the natural record ie, LN to log10 using EQN (6) we get and thus increase inputs from Before one volt causes a
decade-long decrease in production and electronic circuits that perform mathematical processes such as logarithm and anti-logarite (exponential) with amplification and called a logarithmic amplifier and anti-logarithm amplifier respectively. This chapter discusses a log amplifier and an anti-
logarithm amplifier in detail. Please note that these speakers fall under non-linear applications. A logarithmic amplifier, or log amplifier, is an electronic circuit that produces an output that fits with the input logarithm applied. This section discusses an op-amp-based log amplifier in detail. The
op-amp-based logarithmic amplifier produces voltage in the output, and is proportional to the voltage logarithm applied to the resistor connected to the introstation station. The circuit chart of the op-amp log amplifier is shown in the following figure - in the above circle, the non-inverted input
station of op-amp is connected to the ground. This means zero volts are applied in the non-inverted input station of the op-amp. According to the virtual short concept, the voltage in the reverse input station of op-amp will be equal to the voltage in his Entry station. Therefore, the voltage in
the reverse input station will be zero volts. The nodal equation in the inverted input station node is −$$1=V_i{R_1=I_ {$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$I_=I_=f=V_i{R_1}. The following $1 equation is the current equation flowing through the diode, when it is aligned forward - $$I_f}=I_{s}
e^\frac{V_f}}nV_T}} The $2 equation where, $I_{s}is the current saturation of diode, $V_f}$ is a low voltage across the diode, when in forward bias, $V_T} is the equivalent voltage of the thermal diode valve. The KVL equation will be about the feedback loop of amp op - $0-V_ {f}-V_{0} =
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$V_{V_{V_{0} V_=$$V_f} in equation 2, we get $$I=I_=I_}}=nV_T V_0}}} The equation is $3. Then, divide the right-hand statement from these equations as shown below -- $\frac{V_i
R_1}=I_{I_}e^\left(\frac{V_0}nV_T}}$$$$V_i{R_1I_s=R_1I_s=^e=^^^^^^^^______V_0=nV_T}}We get - $$In\left (\frac{V_i}R_1I_s}=R_1I_s}}}= \frac{V_0}nV_T}$$V_{0}=nV_T}in/V_i=R_1I_s}=R_1I_s=$$$$$$$ n and ${V_T}$ and $I_{s}are constants in the equation above. Therefore, the
resulting voltage $V_{0} $$V be proportional to the normal logarithm of input voltage $V_{i}$ for a fixed resistance value $R_{1}$. Therefore, the looper circuit op-amp based on discussed above will produce output, which is suitable for the natural logarithm of the input voltage ${V_T}$, when
${R_1I_s}=1V$. Note that the effort output $V_{0} ${0} has a negative mark, indicating a 1800-stage difference between inputs and outputs. An anti-logarithm amplifier is an anti-logarithm amplifier, or anti-logapartum amplifier, an electronic circuit that produces outputs commensurate with
the anti-logarigs of applied inputs. This section discusses an anti-log amplifier in detail. A public-based anti-logarithm amplifier produces an output effort, suited to the anti-logavert applied to the diode connected to the introstation station. The circuit chart of the anti-logarithm op amp amplifier
in the following format - in the circle described above, the uninverted input station of op-amp is connected to the ground. This means zero volts are applied to the non-inverted input station. According to the virtual short concept, the voltage in the reverse input station of the op-amp will be
equal to the current voltage in its non-inverted input station. Therefore, the voltage in the reverse input station will be zero volts. The nodal equation in the inverted input station node is −$I_=R_ V_{0} I_ R_f V_0 R_f V_0=I_f}. equation is $4 and we know that the current equation Through
diode, when it is in forward bias, as described below - $$I_f}=I_{I_} e^^{V_f}nV_T}}$$$$$I_f}in equation 4, we get $$$$I_f}} $V_{0} =R_ {f}\I_ nV_T V_f{I_{{V_f}{nV_T}}}}}$$V_{0}=-R_ I_ nV_T V_f{{I_ nV_T V_f{{{}} Equation $5 KVL will be on the entrance side of the inverted terminal of amp
op $ $V_i}-V_ {f}=$$V_f}=V_=i},=== V_=i}, Vf value in equation 5, we get - $$V_{0}=R_{I_{I_{s}{$I{V_i}}nV_T}}}$$$parameters in equation above n, {V_T}and $I{s}are constants. Therefore, the resulting voltage of ${V_0} $ will be proportional to the antifungal logarithm (exponentius) of the
input voltage of ${V_i},for a fixed value of resistance reactions ${R_f}.$ Therefore, the anti-logarithmic amplifier circuit discussed above, will produce output, which is proportional to the antifungal logarithm (exponential) of the input voltage ${V_i}$ when, ${R_fI_s=1V$. Note that the voltage
output is ${V_0}$ and there is a negative mark, indicating a 1800 stage difference between i.e. and output. It is possible to design circuits with a logarithmic response. The uses for this are many fold. Remember the basics of your log, remember that processes such as multiplication and
division turn into additions and subtractions to records. Also, the forces and roots turn into multiplication and division. With this in mind, if the input signal is processed by a logarithmic circuit, multiplied by gain, \a\, and then processed by an anti-record circuit, the signal will be effectively
elevated to the power \A\th. This highlights many possibilities. For example, in order to take the square root of the value, the signal will be passed through a log circle, divided by two (perhaps with something as simple as the voltage divider), and then passed through an anti-record circle.
One of the possible applications in real RMS detection circuits. Other applications for the mega-sound/logarithm include signal compression and process control. Signals are often compressed to reduce their dynamic range (i.e. the difference between the highest and lowest signal level).
This may be required in wire and wire systems in order to achieve reasonable transmission of sound or data with limited resources. Seeing their potential uses, the question that arises then, is how can we design log/anti-log circuits? Figure \PageIndex{1}\): The primary log circle. The
\PageIndex{1}\\ shows a primary record circle. The input voltage is converted to the current entry by \(R_i\). This current feeds the transistor. Note that the resulting voltage appears across the primary emitter intersection, V_ {BE}\). Transistor is used as a current-to-voltage converter. The
voltage/current feature of the transistor is logarithmic, so the circuit produces a log response. In order to figure out the equation of the product, we With the basic Shockley equation of PN links: \I_c = I_s (\epsilon ^{blank qV_ {BE}}{K}}}}}}}}}1\7.8}\1\1\I_s is the reverse saturation current,
\\varepsilon\) is a log rule, \q \) Is charge discharging on one electron \1.6\cdot 10 ^{-19})Columbus, \\\\\\\\\\1.3 fixed 1.3 10-10-23 joule/kelvin, and \(T\) is the absolute temperature in Kelvin. Use 300K (approximately room temperature) and replace these constants in the equation \ref {7.8}
produces \I_c = I_s (\epsilon ^ {38.6 V_ {BE}} - 1) \label{7.9},\\the exponential term is much larger than one, so this may be almost as] I_c = \I_s =epsilon=38.38.\ 6 V_ {BE}} \label{7.10}\\ [] Using the reverse log relationship and solution for \V_{BE}, this is reduced to {V_ {BE} = 0.0259 \ln
\frac{I_c}{ I_s} \label{7.11}R_i I_c\\\\\\\\\\\\\\)] Also note that \(V_ {out} = -V_ {BE}\\) Replace these items in the equation \ref{7.11} Yield \V_ {out} = 0.0259 \0.0259\0.0259\V_{V_}}}R_i I_s}}}\\\label{7.12\} We now have a amplifier that takes the input voltage log and also hits the score b
constant. It is very important that the anti-registry circuit be hit by this hard exchange, or errors will be entered. If the input voltage (or current) is drawn against the resulting voltage, the result will be a straight line if you draw on a semi-recorded graph, as shown in Figure 7.57. The jump at
about 0.6 V is due to a fast run at the transistor junction for base emissions. If the resulting voltages greater than 0.6 V are needed, amplification stages must be added. Figure \PageIndex{2}\): The i/o feature of the speaker. There are a few elements to note about this circle. First, the range
of input signals is small. Currents will strengthen large transistor inputs in a less than ideal process of logarithmic. Also, the input signal must be unipolar. Finally, the circuit is fairly sensitive to temperature changes. Try using a slightly different value for T in the derivation above, and you'll
see a significant change in the output hard. The primary anti-record amplifier is displayed in the shape \pageIndex{3}\. Note that the transistor is used to convert voltage in inputs to current inputs, with log function. This current then feeds \(R_f),which produces the resulting voltage. The I/O
equation derivation is similar to the log circuit: \V_{out} = -R_f I_c otag \\ I_c = I_s \epsilon {{38.6 V_{}* otag \\\\\\\\\\\V_{out{=R_f I_s\R_f I_s\38.6 V_ {BE}}{33}}}}{7.13} Figure\\PageIndex{3}): The primary circuit is antilog. The same comments about stability and signal limits apply to both the
anti-record amplifier and the log amplifier. Also, there is one interesting note worth remembering: in the general sense, the amp op system response echo the properties of the elements used in the feedback network. When Resistors, which have a linear relationship between the current
voltage and voltage, are used as the resulting amplifier shows a linear response. If the PN logarithmlink is used, the result is a amplifier with a log response or anti-record. The example of \pageIndex{1}\) determines the resulting voltage of the shape circle (\pageIndex{1}\) if \V_ {= 1 V\), \R_i
= 50 k/omega), and \I_s = 30 n/30). Suppose \(T = 300\) Kelvin. 0.5 نم تالخدملا  تاجرخم  ددحت  امك   V 2 و V. ةبسنلاب ل  \(V_{in} = 1 V\) \[ V_ {0.0259 جراخ = }  \ln \frac{V_{ يف }{{R_i I_s} otag \] \] \\ \\ V_ {0.0259 جراخ = }  \nn \\frac{1 V}{50 k 30 nA} otag}\] \V_\ =0.0259 \ln 666.6 otag \] \[V_ { { = - جراخ
0.1684 V otag \] ل \(V_{in} = 0.5 V\) \[ V_{0.0259 جراخ = }  \ln \\frac{5V}{}}}}}}====0.0259\000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000\}{}==}{}{}=======0.0259\n8000\\\ \\ \\ \\ { جراخ } V_ {0.1684 { = - جراخ  V otag \\ ] \(V_{in} = 0.5V}{}{{}=
تاووليك 30 ن أ 50 } otag \] \[ V_{0.0259 جراخ = }  \ln 333.3 otag \] \\ \[ V_ {0.1504 { = - جراخ  V otag \] ل\(V_{2 يف = }  V\) \V_] \ln \frac{2 V}{50 k 30 nA} otag \] \[V_ {out} = 0.0259 \ln 1333 otag \] \\\[V_{0.1864 جراخ = }  Vtag \] 18 ىلإ جارخإلا  ةراشإ  تعفترا  لاخدإلا ، ةراشإ  ةفعاضم  لكل  ةبسنلاب  هنأ  ظحال   mV

تباث . This is the nature of the record amplifier. As noted, the basic models of the registry/anti-registry record provided have their share of problems. It is possible to create more detailed and accurate designs, but generally, the design of circuits of this type is not for the faint-hearted, as
matching device and temperature tracking considerations are not minor. Figure \PageIndex{4}\ MAX4206 is the equivalent of a circuit. Reprint courtesy of Maxim Integrated some manufacturers supply relatively simple to use log circuits in IC format. This takes a lot of grinding from the log
circuit design. For example is a MAX4206 device from Maxim. A circle equivalent to MAX4206 is displayed in the figure \pageIndex{4}\). The amplifier is not committed and the reference voltage round out the package. MAX4206 can be powered by unipolar or bipolar supplies and operates
for five decades. More details on the design and application of higher quality speakers can be found in section 7.7: Extended Theme. A quadruple multiplier is a two-way device and one exit. The output capability is the product of the two entries with a measurement factor, \(K\). {V_ {out} = K
V_x V_y \label{7.14}\\ The multiplier diagram appears in the shape \pageIndex{5}\ The four device is called Harfant, so that both inputs and outputs may be positive or negative. An example device is the AD834 representative device. The AD834 from the capital operates through 500 MHz
and can be operated by supplies of \pm\4 through \pm\15 V. Although the complications are not actually non-linear per se, they can be used in a variety of unusual applications and in areas where logarithm can be used. Figure \\PageIndex{5}\) Complications have many uses including
squared, split, balanced formation/inhibition, and frequency Adjust capacity, automatic gain control. The most basic process, multiplication, involves using one input as a signal input and other inputs as the possibility of controlling the gain. Unlike the simple VCA circuit discussed earlier, this
possible control allows the acquisition of both positive and negative oscillation. Negative polarity will produce inverted output. This basic connection appears in the form \pageIndex{6}\ This same circuit can be used as a unbalanced. This is very useful for creating dual side band signals for
communication work. The ICs multiplier may have external connections to the scale factor and offset adjustment measures. Also, they may be similar to current sources, so an external op amp connected as a current converter may be needed to voltage. Figure \PageIndex{6}\ Multiplication
circle. If the two inputs are tied together and fed from one inlet, the result will be a squared circle. Squared circuits can be very useful for RMS calculations and double frequency. An example appears in the shape \pageIndex{7}\ A multiplier can also be used to divide or square root functions.
A divided circle is displayed in the shape \\PageIndex{8}\). Here's how it works: First, note that the multiplier output, \V_m,) is a function of the V_x and output of the op amp, \V_ {out}). Figure \PageIndex{7}\ {V_m = K V_x V_{out} \label{7.15\\\\\\\\V_m\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\R_2\\ Note that the end down
of the R_2 is in a virtual floor, so that all of the V_m falls across the R_2. {I_2 = V_m=R_2}, I_1= \frac{V_{}R_1 tag now, because the current in the op amp is supposed to be zero and I_1) and 'I_2 and vice versa. It is clear that the compulsory trend of I_2 is negative{8} R_2 R_1. Divider
circle. {V_m = {V_{in}} and use the equation \ref{7.15}otag \** {V_{in = K V_x V_{out\\\\[v out] = - V_{in{k=V_x\*)] and then V_x set the amount of the partition. There are specific size restrictions on the V_x. If it is too small, it will result in saturation of the output. In the same context, if \(V_x\)
is also linked to an op amp output, it will result in a square root function. Pick up the derivation in the next step to the last, \V_ {} = K V_{out} V_ {out} {V_{out} = \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\V_}}}}} {}} V_ {out}} {V_{out{)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\V_{}}} {}} The name
{7.17}\\\\\pageIndex{2}\\\\\\pageIndex{7}\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\pageIndex{7}\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\pageIndex{7}\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\pageindex{7}\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\pageindex{7}\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \V_ {out} = K V_x V_y otag \] because both inputs are linked together, this reduces to \V_{out} = K V_
{in} ^ {2} otag \\\\\V_{=0.1 =0.1 (2\2\2\60){2} The primary trigonometry identity is \1/1={2} = 0.5−0.5 \cos 2 \omega otag\shape \\PageIndex{9}\: The wavelength of the square circle of the example \\PageIndex{2}\). Replace this in {ref{7.18}, \V_{out} = 0.1 (2−2\cos 2\pi 120 t) otag \\\[V_{out} =
0.2−0.2 \cos 2\pi 120 t otag\] this means that the output signal is a peak of 0.2 volts, and the DC offset ride is 0.2 volts. This last feature makes this connection very useful{9}{9}.
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